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"Were it .left: for me to' decide whether we
should :have a' government without
newspapers,' or 'newspapers' without a
government. I shouia not hesitate a moment to
prefer the latter. .
"
'Thomas Jefferson " .
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SGA

Political Awareness

REPORTS

By, KATIE MASON
Tuesday's Political Awareness
Day proved to be worthwhile and
very interesting to those who
participated. Workshops were
held in various rooms throughout
the Union hosting a wide variety
of speakers. While the workshops
were being held, a letter writing
campaign was in progress in the
upstairs lobby. It's purpose was to
('ncourage the silent majority to
speak out for or against the
President
and
let
their
representative. senator or evern
t he President himself know.
The day originated from a
motion made at a SGA Senate
meeting by Peter Hartell. It
eventually led to the formation of
a special SGA Subcommittee on
Political Awareness. Since it's
formation. alot of hard work had
gone into rounding up speakers
nnd coordinating the day.
Professor Guy Clifford (Political
Science) organized his own panel
discussion on Campaign Finance
. with state representatives, a state
senator and a representative of
Common Cause. Joanne Keegan,
K(lvin Austin, P('ter Hartell, Joe
But'ns. Ralph Zusman. Greg Hall,
.and so many others merit alot of
I hanks for their contributions.
Starting off the day was a panel
discussion entitled "Campaign
F'inance in Massachusetts."
Begun at to a.m. adn led by Guy
Clifford. members of the panel
discussed various campaign
funding reform bills currently
under consideration at the State
House. All members of the group.
who include Rep. Peter Flynn (DBridgewater), Rep. RPaul Guzzi
( f)-Newton), Senator Robert Hall
( H.) and Peter Keyes,
a
representative of Common Cause,
s('emed in agreement that
reforms were definitely needed.
Paul Guzzi, a member of the
Committee of Election Laws.
states that one of their main ob-'
jectives is the ('reation of an independent i.e., out of politics
group. to pnforce the campaign
spending law~;, The reason being:
politicians hesitate to move
against other politicians. His
group also cldvocates free and
equal usc of the media for political
campaign.
As a member of Common
CausE', a national citizens
organization of professional
lobbie!-lts who are. at present.
supporting an end to secrecy in
gnvernm('nt, better campaign
fimmeing nnd lobbying power.
Presently. Common Cause has a
pC'lition to push public financing of
eampaigns and cut down the
amount of ooney donated by
sp(~cial interests. Statsitically it
has Iwen shown that an incumbent
(,3n raise as much as twice the
amount of campaigh funds asa
(·hallenger. The proposed petition
would equalize the funds raised by
making it like another tax to be
taken out of you pay (i.e. - public
funding.)
On the national level, Common
Cause has sued the Committee to
HEE-ELECT THE President .
After fifteen months and seventy
five thousand dollars, a decision
was finally reached on the case.
presenting
another
AOn
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of his workshop was "WHO Is To
Rule?"
As a member of the U.S. Labor
Party, Mr. Warren sees great
November 6; the SGA Senate
danger in the present capitalistic meeting was held at 5: 15 as usual.
ecomomic system. His hope, and
The meeting began wiHfthe
that of his party. is to dump Nixon reading the letter of resignation
and institute a new ecomonic of Senator Susan McNine who will
system that would cater to the not be returning to Bridgewater
labor force and their needs. He next semester.
(·riticized·. the government's
Under Committee Reports,
nbility to maneuver people into Senator John Dixon discussed the
working ~gajnst the working most recent meeting of the
people. eg: the use of scabs to Student Union Board of Goverhreak a strike.
nors. First, he brought up the
At the present time, the Labor Student Union pamphlet that has
Party is hoping for the election of been distributed this week. Eight
1'ome of its members into various thousand copies were printed up
offices in Mew York. With this at a cost of 3000 dollars. Four
hreadthrough, they wou1d begin to thouspnd copies will be given out
implement various reforms in this year and the other four
corporate money use and begin to I housand next year as the pamexpand their Revolutionary Youth phlet is only published every two
Movement. This movement. has years, Some senators expressed
illready
drawn
up
their feeling that the brochure was too
Declaration of Aar.
elaborate and expensive. After a'
Mr. Warren's talk, although discussion the senators directed to
very interesting. seemed to lose the Board of Governors a motion
11 :()() to 12:00
any direct relationship to 10 that effect. John also said that
Dr. Mail' - "The Public's Reantion
WATERFGATK
the extent of the damage to the.
and Fears of Impeachment"
balcony in the SU Auditorium and
2 ::l0 to 3:ao
n.,· HichcU"d Stt'drnan
.Jeff Rudman - "Impeachment the cost to repair it was being
looked jnto. He noted .that a
Hi"t()ry and Proc<>s",'~
Dr. Mair's seminar concerning
fiItration system is gOing to De
At 2:30 pm in the last workshop
the public's reaction to iminstalled in the reflecting pool
was held in Conference Roml. Jeff behind the Union Building. Lastly,
peachment was well attended .
Rudman, a student at Harvard he announced that April4-S will be
His discussion was focused around
I,aw School, spoke on the history Spring Week. If you have any
the factors which would force the
and process of impeacJ1ment in a recommendations for Spring
mHsses to favor the impeachment
dynamically led workshop. Jeff. a Week, contact the Program
and removal from office of the
former student of Archibald Cox, Committee.
President. He made clear that
vibrated an exciting air of exA Iso under Committe Reports,
these condit ons did not exist now,
pectation as he outlined part of the Senator Kevin Austin expressed
hut a start towards them had
constitutional process of im- the pleasure of the Sub-Committee
hegun. He stated that the masses
peaching a president. They in- on Political Awareness at the
('ould only be moved on an
elude:
turnout
for
the
Political
('motional level brouoht about by
Article II. Section 4
Awareness Day and the comthe threat of hunger or the fear of
The President and Vice- mittee's thanks to all involved.
freezing. Another strong point was
President
shall be removed from
Tn the Executive' Report,
made concerning the fear of
office for treason, bribary or other President Tom Hickey made
ehaos.
high crimes or misdemeanor.
several announcements. He said
01'. Mail' said that people would
Article I, Section 2
lhat for financial reasons, the Day
t'ather follow a corrupt leader
The House of Represen- ('are Center has been forced to
I ha n risk the existance of chaos
tatives has the sole power of open its enrollment to children
and uncertainty in America. He
from the community and to inwas willing to listen to all opinions 'impeachment
Article I. Section 3
crease its rates. He emphasized
and did his best to answer all
The Senate shall have sole that the vacancies will be filled 'in
questions. He concluded the
power
to try aU Impeachments, It .the faculty and staff' category
seminar by hailing the oddball of
will he held under oath with the and that it will not affect places
society as a person who deviated
ehief justice prediding if the for children of students. Effective
from the norm of social and
President is impeached.
Spring semester 1974; the rates
political procedures because it is
Historically. the first im- per week will be $12.50 for
he who initiates beneficia1
peachments Were during the children of full-time students;
political changes in our country.
fourteenth century when it's $23.00 for children of staff. faculty
purpose was to punish public and townspeople (3 days); and
12:4!J to I ::m
Dr. Rotstein:
"Legal and' officials for public crimes. In most $:~O.OO for children of staff, faculty,
eases it was the kings servants Hnd townspeople (full-time>. Tom
Political
Aspects
of
Imwho were impeached because the a Iso congralulated the Subpeachment"
.
king was too power ful.
Committee
on
Political
Today the office of the Awareness on the successful
Dr. Hotstein a member of
President is responsible for his Political Awareness Day. He
RSC's History Department began
staff and their actions. making informed the Senate of the
his discussion by suggesting the
him liable for impeachment.
situation at Boston State College
wrongs of the government and
The House of Representatives where the Student Government
looking for possible solutions.
decide if there is probable cause Association has shut-down the
Presented in this way, a
for impeachment due to high campus newspaper. At this time,
discussion of many issues' canor misdemeanor. Who Roston State's SGA is attempting
('rimes
lerLlg around Watergate quickly
determines what is high crime to put out a newspaper thembegan.
and misdemeanor? In the words selves.
trnfortuna tely. I could not
of Gerry Ford, they "are anything
IT'main until the end and I am
the House of Representatives says
unable to expound on Dr. Rotthey are." To impeach, a fifty per,
stein 'g discuesion.
('(~nt plus one majority is meeded.
2:0()
The case tpen goes to the Senate
r~red Warren:
"A Socialists' for triaL
Analysis of Watergate"
Mr. Rudman then answered
Due to his being late. Mr. questions and stated the real
WHITen was unable to deliver a Watergate question. i.e. funds.
complete talk on his views of the Where did they come from and
Watergate issue. The main topic how were they used?
petition, Senator Robert Hall
stressed: "Campaigns are going
10 be just as corrupt as you let
Ihem be and just as honest as you
demand them to be."
Against
public
financint.Senator Hall's reforms would
hit three areas of reform:
( 1) the enforcement of laws,
i.e., the crection of a corrupt
Practices Commission of 8 men
meeting in closed hearings.
(2)
sanctions
against
corruption which could lead to jail
l"entences and a large fine.
(3) the tightening up of our
laws. i.e. limiting a candidate to
one political committee, requiring
all contributions or expenditures
over $25 be handled by check,
making bank records open to the
public.
The discussion after the aUks
('entered on local government
l'ontrols, lask of political interest
and mailing expenses.
SUMMARY:

By NANCY DOHERTY
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Under Old Business, the Senate
. decided not to recognize space in
. the Student Union for the travel
agency.
Travel-Round
In,.
ternationa1.
Under New Business, the SGA
Constitution was amended to
clearify the succession to the
chairmanship of the Senate. A
motion was passed to-.have the
Ways and Means Committee look
into financing another Teacher
Evaluation. Mrs. Anderson, a
representative from Faculty
Wives, came before the Senate tt
announce a bazaar on February 9,
1974. The bazaar will be international in theme and' will
hopeful1y finance two scholarships. One of these scholarships .
has been awarded in past years to
a deserving girl at BSe. The other
is desi gned to bring a foreign
student to study at ~ridgewater. If
anyone would like to participate in
or assist with the bazaar or its
prepara bon they are welcome to
contact the Faculty Wives.
Finally, the following is the
A ttendance Record of the current·

I
I

~f'{·Otnt.C'UP"'U-t.\.'J."V- ~~.r:u.~ "O\1h,

meeting. )t speaks for itself!
Hopefully publication of the
record will urge at least more
prompt attendance. Take notice.
Here is an indication of how your
representatives are representing
vou.
. Executive Board:
Robert Gay:
present 10
meetings; late 2 meetings; absent
1 meeting.
William Campanella(pro-tem for
Gay eff1ective Nov. 6):
present i meeting
Dorothy Dean:
present13
meetings; late 0 meetings; absent
() meetings,
William Manter:
present 9
meetings; late 1 meeting; absent 1
meeting.
Carol Palmer : (pro-tem for
Manter effective Oct. 30): present
2 meetings.
Paul Cassidy:
present 9
In('('tings: lat(' 2 m('('tings: absent
2 l1w(>tings.
Sena tors a t large:
Kevin Austin: . present 13
meetings; late 0 meetings; absent
o meetings.
.
Paula Brophy:
present 10
meetings; late 1 m~eting; absent2
meetings.
.'
.
John Dixon: present 11 meetings;
late 1 meeting: absent 1 meeting.
present 10
. Peter Hartel:
meetings; late 2 meetings; absent
1 meeting.
Class of '74:
Frances Crehan:
present 8
meetings~ late 3 meetings; absent
2 meetings.

. cont. pge 7

Homecoming
Weekend
see page 3
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Off on a tangent.
The Comment Evaluation Forms that were returned to our offi<'e
were quite interesting. In most cases it appears the Comment dopg not
meet the expectations of the student body, though, it is reco~nizE'd thClt
we have improved over past years.
One thoughtful student attached a rather detailed note to his form. T
would assume that many of his views reflect that of most students. Tn the
note he is very critical of our on-campus news coverage and asks why WI"
don't get our reporters "out of the office and print the ne'ws." Unfortunately, not everyone on the staff can write, nor is everyone (m tht'
::-;taff interested in writing news. With the limited staff the CommE'nt h(l~.
ou'r priorities do not include keeping on top of the happenings (If thf'
vtlr<ious clubs on campus. We generally depend on the club to !livE' 11~ ;l
\"Tite-up on special events and for this we are grateful.
I do not feel our reviews are too many or that they are not apprE'riatfri
by our readers, but, if I did I think I would still print them. let me rut it
this way, while we are a newspaper, I would print virtually anythin!l my
staff has taken the time to' write. Keep in mind that the only ('(lmpensation we receive for our efforts is in the form of an ego trip.
While students like humor. it. too, is not a priority. Mike can llStlfll1y
he counted on to come up with something satirical about as often (lS hfl
trims his mustache. Last year a staff member focused his satire (lrol1J1ri
Nod. God of Idle Minds, unfortunately while_ Nod is still here, F'rflnJ<"
has graduated. (lncedentally. editorial cartoons are Bccepteo ;1~
exaggerations and are viewed by most as humorous.)
(I can tell by the direction my thoughts are heading that I am ?oil1? to
turn this literary masterpiece into a collection of poorly structllrt'o
paragraphs amounting to a plea for help.) Well, our critic asks t(l ~t'f'
more photographs. We have a 35 mm camera, but nobody qualifieri tn
operate it. IF YOU WANT MORE VARIETY IN YOFF PAPF.R
REALIZE WHO THE Comment staff is made up of; none other theln B~('
students. If you want a better paper give us more qualified personnel. If
the paper is lacking it is because the people who could remedy our ills
have not volunteered their services. Granted, the work involved takf's
time. You may hold a job and feel you don't have the time. I'll ten ~'(lll
something, two-thirds of the staff hold jobs. I find time to work (lJl
eighteen hour week. Your objection is not valid.
So, next time you are disappointed with the Comment, be careful who
you pont the finger at. We are trying ...
;JKB

Dear Comment:
How thoughtful of the person in
charge of photographing the
homecoming queens to give us the
benefit of a full-length picture!
Now our votes will be somuch
more accurate because not only
can we vote on the face but the
body as well. We have some
suggestions . for next year's
presentation: how about isolating
the breasts and rear ends and
other zones of interest and putting
them next to the faces so that we
may judge these areas as well?
Tn all seriousness, we. as a
concerned group of women on
campus, feel that the Comment's
presentation of the queens was
very offensive and totally un~
necessary. Fun-length exposure
went out with the slave trade
platforms.
We would like to strongly point
out that we have no desire to put
down or humiliate the nominees in
any way. We understand that
perhaps when the women consented to being photographed in
such a way, they probably did not
realize how the fun spread in the
('enter fold of the Comment would
appear. We also understand that
perhaps there are some women
who disagree with us completely.
That is their privelege and we
respect that.
We are only
protesting the decision to
photograph the nominees in such a
manner. Let us remember that
we are progressing toward
euqalization, not reverting to
sexism.
A Concerned
Group of Women
I<.:ditor's reply:
Com pIa in ts.

complaints,
complaints.;.You have obviously
overlooked the issue at hand.
My moti ve for providing a
"run-length picture" was to
present to the student a better
idea of each candidates physical
features.
Twas under the impression that the selection of
Homecoming Queen was based on
"attractiveness." It is generally

by. George F. Sutherland .Jr.
Dr. Maier while in the'confines
of the S.U. .Green Room held a
most interesting workshop. He
quoted remarks that he has made
frequently in his Political
Geology class about the nature of
power.
He stated that power comes
from a person's ability to take
charge of the situation surrounding liS and is therefore a leader.
This is not only true for man but
also true for other social animals;
baboons, an example he referred
to throughout the entire workshop.
"Man finds pleasure in
following or:lers," said Dr. Maier.
He made an example 0 f the
people of Germany in World War
II. Even though Hitler was a bad
leader, he had brought the country
into prosperity, created jobs, and
taken care of the .Jews. They felt a
feeling of pride in folIo ,wing
orders because their emotional
and physical needs were satisfied.

Likewise, he stated, that Nixon,
although he a poor leader, leads.
We elected him and we have
admitted to ourselves that we
were ready for some wheeling and
dealing. thus, we can't bring
ouse)ves to throw him out of office.
In genera) he dealt with the
psychology of impeachment of the
great masses. The forty or so
students and faculty listened
intently towhat he had to say and
asked questions of Dr. Maier, to
clear up any points that personally were not clear to them.
It would be safe to say that the
workshop was successful, but as
Dr. Maier pointed -out, before we
impeach Nixon. there will have to
be no gas, no meat and we will
have to start to freeze, before the
great majority of the American
people will fully support the impeachment of Richard M. Nixon.

Sophomore Member

To the Class of 1976:
I regret to announce to the
members of the class of '76 my
resignation as their representative on the S.G.A .. After a lot of
thinking, J have decided not to
return to school second semester
in order to get some experience in
my major <Special Education)
and decide if it's right for me.
This resignation will go into effect
on or around November 14. 1973,
or whenever mv seat is filled. J
would like to thank vou for your
support. and encou~age yo~ to
('lect a candidate who will truly
represent your feelings and
opinions on the Student Governmpnt. which is the most important
organization on campus. Thanks
again and good luck!
Sincerely.
Susan McNine

Peter B.Cooper
Grad. Student
Ea rth Sciences

Lucille M. Fortunato, a· senior

.\It;!t;!epted by "Inale cbauvinists"

history rnajorfrom Weymouth. has

Hnd "women's libbers" alike that

been notified that she was awarded
the $200 first prize in the· 1973
national annual
essay contest
sponsored by the American
Association of Teachers Her winning entry was:' entitled
REAUTY AND DEATH IN DINO
BUZZATI'S A CLINICAL CASE.
Dina Buzzati is a contemporary
Italian dramatist and novelist
whO has written mostly about
man's fears and insecurities some
of which Miss Fortunato e~plores
in her study of his play. Lucille
.studied Italian at BSC for three
years, and spent the summer of
1973 continuing her Italian studies
at the Italian Summer School of
Middlebury College. Vermont.

em individual's attractiveness is

The Public's Reaction
and }'EAR of Impeachment.

S.G.A.
R(lsigns

. dorm room, recreation room. or
classroom, turn off the lights. If
only a few are studying in a large
classroom turn on only the lights
that you need. not every light in
the room. Pull curtains open by .
day to make maximum use of
natural sunlight. By day. why not
turn every other hallway light off
and reduce the lighting costs by
one half. Every k.w, of electricity
that vou can save will reduce
operating demand on the power
plant. This results in a saving of
energy. #2 fuel oil. which can be
llst'd later into the future.Ad·
ditionally the turning off of an .
unneeded light will sav.. money
that woutd he spent on unused
lighting that has benefited no one.
Both c9mmuting and. boarding
students can help save time. and
energy required tomake paper: .
This would be a great contribution
to the worldwide t .. mporary
shOl'tage of nt'wsprint papeT. Save
and turn in for collection alI your
old fH'WSpapers and magazines.
Earh Wrdnesda.v membel"sof the
Eat'th Scit'flCE' and Biology Clubs··
('oiled th .. hundles ofnewspapers
and magazines that dorm students
ar(' saving for this project. So fal~
(irat nill Womens' side takE'S top
hOI101'S rot' saving the
most
Ilewspapers and magazines per
w('("k. Congratulations! Commuting students may helpin this
('ffort too! As you drive to thE'
(il'eat Hill Pal'kin~i\r('a you may
\('<1ve your hundles of newspapers
and magazines il1side thE' hig
semi-h'aii{'r van which is parkt"d
in a \'acant di'iveway on tilt" It"ft.
IwfOl'(' you tUl'n into tht" parking
ar{',l.
As students here at BSC lets do
our' part to prevent waste and
conserve energy right here on
eampus!

determined by more than facial
contours. It is unfortunate that
students are allowed ONLY the
opportunity to become aware of
the ladies physical attractions,
hut. for this. lam not to blame.
The adage. "Beauty is only skin
deep" is so true.
Now. if VOU WE're as conscious
of the inequalities between the
sexes as you pretend to be, you
would have recognized that it is
not the pictures that were
"~exist", but the selection of a
Homecoming Queen itself.
r suggest you visit Carolyn in
the Women's Center.

Preventing Waste at BSC
Each member of the BSC
student community has a pressing
and vital commitment to their
future now! During the next three
years students will be' entering a
society where our dwindli'ng
reserves of oil and ~as will dictate
a necessary chu'tge in their
.present lifestyles. While here as a
student at BSCvou can do a few
things that will: when taken all
together, help ease the energy
shortage in a favorable way.
Not wasting ele.tricity and
recycling
magazines
and
newspapers are two very impOl'tant ways that BSC students
ean help. If you are 18st to leave a

HOUr struggle is not easy. Those who
oppose our cause are rich and powerful
and they have many allies in high places.
We are poor. OUr allies are few. But we
have some thing the rich do not own. We
have our bodies and spirits and the
justice of our cause as our weapons.
I am convinced that the truest act of
courage, the strongest act of manlilless
. '
'
LS to sacrifice ourselves for others in a
totally non-violentstrug~le for justice.
To be. a man is to suffer f()r others.
God help us to be men! II

Cesar Chavez

If"'l WONDER-Hew iUS .POYJER. COMPANieS PASS
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Ghosts
Witches
and Demons
hy Mike Morse
Wh(m Christ walked the earth two
thou~and
years
ago
approximately one-quarter of His
III inistry.
as .'("('ord(>d in the
GOSIl('is. d{'alt with dt'mon
110SS(>ssion and occult influeltc('s.

II.' <h'ult with d('molls from a
position of poser amI authority
"('buking Uwm: always. He was
('olllpl(>tt'ly in dominion OVt'r
tlwm, That is tht· v('ry linn1t' way
W" aI'{' to d4:'(\1 with tht'1ll today.
lw('nty ct'nti1l'it's sin('('. Wt' a~("

told not to s("('k m' to study the
suhtl('ti('s <lltd mystt'l'i{:s of
d('lllons, W(' art' to hav(' no
d('alings with th('ul. Christ
('lUn nHlIulNl liS to I'(,'buk(' thrm in
in th(' authority of his lUlllH', "his
is a v("ry lI(,W. \,('ry fOJ'('ign
lu'ol'iamation for most of us. Wt'
IiH' in a matt'rial. nlt'chanistic.
and "I'3tional" culture.
On Halloween, Ed and Lorraine
Warren spoke at B.S.C. about
ghosts. witches. and demons,
Much to my surprise. they did not
treal Ihe subject of the occult as
myt h: they treated it verv
~eriously. But I was disappointed
that they did not Rav more on the
~llb.iect.'More harm then good was
done hy f'xplaining only half the
picture. The subject is not new
.and should not surprise anyone.
Since earliest recorded history
hlack magic, voodoo or other

occult arts have beenimportant
Hspects of most every society. The
Bible itself addresses itself to the
<'xistence. nature and the power of
clemons from Genesis toe
Hevelation. It makes no bones
about the fact that Satan is
supernaturally powerful and
influencial upon man. In America.
nne of the fastest growing
religions is
Worship. This
Il('W intel'est is not purely due to
imagination and wishful thinking.
Thl'rl' is an incredible source of
power' that can be unleashed when
I inkering with the occult. Abuse of
Ihe subject is very dangerous and
rJeceiving.
This is why lam disturbed about
Ihe way the Warrens treat the
subject. They pointed out the
danger of investigating the subject deeply. whether out of
('uriosity or fascination and this I
applaud. But they did not go far
('nough.
Perhaps they have
never heard or seriously considered the bold words Christ
spoke about authority over
demons. But the spiritual reality
of the occult makes it imperative
t hat we seek the one source of
protection from it. Today as then.
wherever Christ is honored as
f,ord. the H'oly Spirit is given
authority to rebuke demons, In the
occult we are dealing with a

Satan

WHAT'S
COOKING

AT
Grant
.City

dangerous supernatural force
such that is is suicidal not to tap
the power and riches that are in C
Christ. Western man has heen
~rorsaken by materialism and
atheism. 'roday America is turning around to search for spiritual
truths about man that we've
abandoned, More and more man
~H'e going to discover and be
deceived about
the spiritual
realm of the occult. st. Paul wrote
in the hook of Ephesians. "For our
struggle is not against flesh and
blood but against the rulers.
against the powers. against the
world-forces of this darkness,
~lgainst the spiritual forces of
wickedness in the heavenly
places. Therefore take up the full
(ll'mor of God, that you may be
Hble to resist in the evil day. and
having done everything. to stand
firm. "
Some will not believe and that is
their perogative. But I write this
because a half truth is often more
dangerous than ignorance. I am
not in any way angry with the
Warrens but they opened the lid
and I feel compelled to pull it back
all the way. J'esus never did
anything without a purpose.
Always it was to draw men to
Himself. So T would hope that we
would take a lesson from what can
Iw learned about the occult and
lise it as a means to see the reality
of Christ. Do not become
fascinated in the'subject. From
I his nega tive subject I would hope'
that men could see the positive
fullness of the life that Christ
proclaimed through Himself. I use
wl1atever means possible to tell
others of the riches that I have
found in Christ. The search is not
clifficu.lhe answers are not new.
Today, as for the past two
thousand years. Christ still says
"I am the way, the truth, and the
life." If vou were stimulated to
thought by what the Warrens said
then consider what I have said. I
have been bold, I have made great
daims and
placed great
responsibilities upon you. But they
:Ire not my words. they are the
words Christ spoke and the words
Hp

'Seconds on us'

SPECIALS
EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK!

~till

Shrimp'

TUESDAY
Fried Chicken
Dinner

WEDNESDAY
Fried Clam Dinner

THURSDAY
11

Clams 3

FRIDAY'
Fried Fish Dinner

SATURDAV
Chicken

,

Recycling at

. All served
with tasty trimmin's

r;iONDAY

speaks'today.'

Almost certainly this has raised
some questions that T have not
answered due to the length and
nature of' this article. Feel free to
('ome up and discuss it with me
further if you so desire.

Bse

1
59
1
49
1
49
1
49
1
49
1

99

The

word

todav

is

In~CYCLING. RECYCLTI\IG! We

at B.S.C. are in the midst of our
IlWss. ,Join in and donate your
lH'wspapers and magazines.
,Just think - it takes 17 trees to
produ{'p a ton of paper. In 19()!1. 59
million tom; (5B,O()O.O{)()1 of paper
was used in the n.s.. and 11
III ill ion tons W(:'I'l' recycled which m('ant that 200 million trees
didn't have to be cut down.
Think of Ow disposal problem
and the ('ereds on the ('nvironment
of any item you pUl'ehase. Buy
thoughtfully, and throwaway
l't'luetantly. Yom response will
r\et(ll'mine how aggressively tj1e
fight for n bettpr environment ean
h(' wagpd.
W(' have devoted mueh thought
to pollution of the ail' we breathe
and the water we drink.
We
WOI'I'Y about the rising tide of
noise which assaults our ears and
;llmost threatens sanity. But we
have paid little attenti~n to what
nice-m i nded people ca1l solid
wastes.
1f not a tribute. they are at least
11 monument to our affluence, our
technological ingenuity. and .our
"heritage of waste" in a use-andeli sea rd~O<'iptv,
W(' are not consumers, but
l'alher we are users and wasters.
HecycJe - WE ARE IN
AN F.NF.RGY CRISIS.
(R('cycling sponsored by the
f';arth Sciences and Geography
Club and the Biology Club.)
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good
times
coming ...
The first part of this weeK will be
dominated by the events
surrounding Homecoming.
Besides the football related
subjects which I will leave to the
sports writers (what sports
writers? 1, the weekend shapes up
like this:
THURSDAY - Gay Nineties night
in the SU Ballroom will spring
~'our weekend off to a good start at
B PM, preceeded by some visual
fantasy with some 7:30 fireworks
on the Hill.
FBln,\ Y will bp thp 'higgie' with

ill the Sll Alld. That shouldn't bf."
miss{'d. if possihle.
.s.\TllRBAY w.iIl h(" a heer hlast

in t1w CafE'tl'ria for all thl' foothall
1'l'('aks who will have watched the

'old ~11ma matt>r pulverizt> in\'mling furr'y College (Sorry.
Budy. I HAVE TO STICK WITH

.1

BS(,).

S{ 'NIH Y will provide us all with
(h(' opportunity to laugh off our
hl'Hdadws as Cahar{'t night will
hl'ing us tht' ('omf'dv of Edmonds
and ('ur'ley with hope-fully som('
sort musk from The Works.

J
1
i

.!ohn Mayall and Mason Williams

~

Cain Memorial Scholarship
A special collection for the
Kenneth R. Cain Memorial
Scholarship Fund will be taken
between the dates of Nocember 6
and November 16.
This
scholarship fund has been started
in memory of Ken Cain. a freshman biology major at Bridgeaater
State this vear. Ken died on
October 21 in an automobile ac('ident. He was a 1973 graduate of
Foxboro
High
School
where he was a popular student
participating in many sports and
school activities as well as being a

\

1

by Susan Correia
elass officer. Ken was well-known
a nd a good friend to many of us
here at Bridgewater, always in
the Game Room. never without a
smile. The collection on campus
is being sponsored by some of his
classmates in his memory.
Contributions will be
gladly received at the Student
Union desk and in the Student
Union Game Room.
. If there are any questions
('oncerning this article, please
contact Susan Correia
al 54:3-5297. Thank you.
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Spring Electives in Philosophy
The Philisophy Faculty will
cievote its spring elective offerings
to the topics. (If Science and
Scientific Method, Existentialist
Thought. and the Meaning' of Life~
Professor Cheney will teach PL410
F.xistentialism which will focus on
I he historical foundations of.
pxistentialism, topics such as
freedom ,death. authenticity;
and the absurd, and major
literary and philosophic works of
Camus, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche,
Kafka. Heidegger, and SARTRE .
The influence of existentialism on
hoth the Arts and the Sodll!
Sciences will be considered,
Professor Sanders will offer
PL450 Philosophy Seminar on the
M{'aning of Life. devoted to
discussion of interpretations of
and answers to the questions
"What is the mef}ning of life in
g('neral'~". ~'What is the meaning
of my particular life?". "Can life
have (lny purpose or significance
if death is total annihilation?"
Hl'adings will include works of
philosophers. novelists, nnd
theologians, (l.g.. Dostoevshky.

Schopenhauer, Nietzsche; Wit:
tgenstien. Celine, and Camus.
Pr()fessor Berkson's course ~JAOI
Phl]osophy ofNaturarSci~nce wi11
·cQncern such questions as:· What
are the best methods of research?
What makes a good Scientist?
Wha t is the scientific way of
thinking ?I~psycho]ogy scientific?
Is the evidence for flying saucers,
mental telepathy. etc. scientific?
00 religion and science conflict?
Are the scientific and artistic
a.ppraoches opposed ? Dr.
Bf'rkson is a new member of the
philosophy Department. He
t'ecieved his Ph.D. in Pilosophy
from theUniversity of London and
has published several papers in
the phiiosophy of science as well
as a recent book entitled Fi('lds of
I·'on'f'. All three of these courses
'will have a seminar format and
paper topics will be at the election
of ~tudents. Any student who has
completed at least one philosophy
('ourse is eligible to enroll in an;;'
one of these courses. Students are
reminded that
a
philosophy
minor is now available at BSe,
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Miss Afro-Am
I

Elected

I
I

j

. l

I

1

Nominations and elections for
Miss Afro-Am were held by the
Organization of Afro-American
Students. Among the nominees
were Cheryl McArthur. a junior.
and Janis, Larkin and Dale
Hoyster. freshmen. The new Miss
Arro-Am elected was Miss Janis
Larkin. Miss Larkin is a 1973
graduate of Everett High School.
In high school, she was active in
F'uturl' TNu.·ht'rs of Amprica.
.Junior Achit'vf'rn('nt. and a
llwmh('J' of th .. girls basketbaU
h'om. Janis was also an active
11H'11l bt'r or thp Afro-Arner ea
stud(>nts at Evt>r('tt High. and an
at.'liv(" mt"mber of the First

j

-Raptist Church of Saugus,
Miss Larkin works with young
children in the city of Brockton for
the Black Ecumenical CommISSion. At Bridgewater State,
Janis is an active member of the
Afro-Am organization, and is on
the Homecoming Committee.
.Janis is a Sociology major,
Miss AfrQ-Am will be in the
Homecoming Parade and will be
officially crown..d at the Afro-Am
Alumni R('ception. Saturday, at
!J::~O p.rn.. Crowning her will be
last year's Miss Afro-Am.
Florence Fisher. Escorting .Janis
Larkin will bt> Mr. Artis Caldwell.
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COLUMBO

Dr. Roberts

to Speak

T love it!

Last night after a- 3
month rest, my boobtube condescended to operate and I parked
EASTON, MASS - The Pulitzer my body onto the couch to watch
Prize winning writer. Dr. Robert its grand opening performance.
Coles. who TIME MAGAZINE
called "the most influen'tial Columbo
I've always liked the show and
living psychiatrist in the United this one was no exception. EnStates," will speak at 8:15 p.m., titled - Candjdate for Crime - it
Tuesday (Nov. 13). at Stonehill
'pitted Columbo against a canCollege.
didate for the US Senate (porColes will talk about the lives of
trayed by Jackie Cooper), What
America's minorities as he has prompted me to write was not so
eome to know them through a
much the high quality of this
decade of studying and living with
particular episode but the
sharecroppers', migrants.
relentless consistency of the
mountaineers, poor blacks and writers and producers of this,
working - class whites.
member of the Sunday night
Cole's talk is the inaugural
quartet (Hec Ramsl"Y. McCloud,
lecture of a ne lly-established
and McMillan and Wife art' the
forum sponsored by ,the Stonehill
otht'rs. Colu,mbo is a complete
Institute of Justice and Peace.
{·haracter.
lTnlikt' most series
A .psychiatrist on the staffs of
whl'r(' tht" characters arl' for the
Massachusetts General Hospital
most part two-dimensional,
and Harvard Medical School,
Columbo comt's across as
Coles has published 13 books and
soml'ont' we know intimately.
more than 350 articles in general
Dual crt'dit - to tht' writers for the
magazines and
professional
conct"ption
and to P€'ter Falk for
journ~l~
His multivolume series, en- his portrayal.
l<~ach episode is different and yet
titled "Children of Crisis", won
we come to expect certain things
him this year's Pulitzer Prize for
general nonfiction. The first from this seemingly disorganized
, Homicide detective.
volume, which is subtitled "A
His little notebook is always at
Study of Courage and Fear" ,
appeared in 1967, and won the
Ralph Waldo Emerson Award.
The two recent volumes, which
were cited by the Pulitzer committee, are subtitled respectively
., Migrants, Sharecroppers,
Mountaineers" and "The South
, Goes North."
The series utilizes psychiatric
, and psychoanalytical concepts in
political and historical analysis
'and has been' called "the
definitive work on America's poor
and powerless in the twentieth
centurv,'" .
,"
Jri
The Institute ;~:.Qf Justice and
: Peace at Ston~l#llConege was
I established with'p;, grant from the
De Rance Foundation of
Milwaukee, Wisc;

by Skipper
hand but he can never seem to find
a pen. He is singularly unversed
in anything resembling social
graces. All in all a generally
unrefined character.·
But contrary to the disorder
evidenced in his mannerisms, his
mind is bothered by the slightest
inconsistency.
"Somethin' that's been botherin'
me, sir."
A man whose worth is measured
not by his appearance, or
demeanor but by his ability to
think clearly.
Oh. it's not as heavy as all that,
Columbo'S a lot of fun.
The
contrast between outward appearance and inward order places
him in some pretty funny
situations - while the neatly,
dressed Commissioner is addressing the Press, Columbo is
('hasing the ambulance down the
street for a last look att~e body.
Again credit to the writers for
consistently plotting a story with
this contrast in mind.' It makes
Columbo interesting to watch
especially if you're a return
audience. Get to know him ! In
the oft-described wasteland,he is,
unique because he i~ .... unique.

FINE ART SERIES
"'-

Jacques Loussier Trio.

by Skipper
Contrary to what it rna-i-be mmilc. His genre IS jazz and the
convenient for me to believe, the combination makes forsorne fine
realm of music is not populated classical music. Fifty per-.
solely by the At\ man Brothers, the cente Loussler's figure) of his
Stones and the J.Geils Band.,I was concerts are improvised.
witness to my error on a cold wet
The concert IS the '":iirst of' a
Monday night in the video room looselv structured Fine Art Series " adjacent to the SU Director's of- being" brought to you by our
fice. Iwas asked by Rick Veno
tireless SU Program Committee. It
to view a videotape performance of was felt by the college community"
the Jaques Loussier Trio whom the as a whole that rock concerts alone
Sl.l Program Committee will bring no not a broad entertainment make
to the campus on Thursday. and in an attempt to broaden the
November ,'15, ~n the SUAud spectrum, ·the Program ComAsked to introduce himself, mittee has booked the Jauues
Harv<;lrd andM.LT.as well as Loussier explained that while Loussier Trio. In addition, they
WGBH-TV, TN B'oston. Her work attending ,the Paris Conservatorv hope to bring in a 'professional
has been on display in a number of of Music. he had become interested dance company, some classical
notable ,one-woman and group in Bach. Hewent on to expl_ainJhat guitar( in the person of Carlos
:>~hibitions such as atH,oston City Bach performed and- composed Montoya) and are receptive to any
Hall' arid ttie' DeCordova,
much of his musi~ with im- feedback from the c;ollege comMuseum. Lincoln.
provisation in mind. Loussier in an munity for future ideas.
Sa'llv Santosuosso. a Medford. attempt,to adhere to Bach's desire'
I recommend Loussier for an
artist> also teaches at' the for improvisation formed his own ('vening of soft entertaining music.
O('Cordova Museum where 's'he trio(piano.bass and drum)and Don't wear boogie shoes, but wear
conducts 'classes in silk screen.
lends hi!' own oersonal in- thick soles for some inevitable foot
Originalls trained as a painter at terpr€tation to some fine classical. tapping.
Massachusetts COllEGE OF Art.
studio inquiries have led her to
serious involvement in printJimmy Breslin comes to BSC
making and crafts: particularly
sculptural macrame. A number of
Tuesday Nov 13
mHcrame pieces will be on exhibit
by Stephen Smalley (Chairman - in addition to body ornaments and
Art Department)
, a variety of prints.
AHhough the major part of her
1\ diverse mixed media art
"Breslin is smart enough to be
<'xhibit will be on display in the professional expel"ience hag
one of the two or three best and
consisted
of
nine
years
of
publil
Student Union art gallery from
busiest...writers today, but hE
November 5 - 18, An opening school teaching (most recently at
hides his intelligence as though i1
Andover
High
Schoon.
she
has
reception for members of the
frightens
him ... His secret is r
college communitywas heduled for maintained an active interest in personalized staccato style, grufJ
free-lance
illustration
as
weB
as
~llnday. November 4, 3-5 P.M., and
.\Od intimate like himself, He
was sponsored by the Program making numerous European writes as if he's talking out of the
travels.
Mostl
recently,
her
,Committee, Fine Arts Community,
powerful interest in printmaki~ side of his mouth ... There is a
A.S.C .. ,
touch of Runyon. a touch of
Apart from the unique art that has led her to the print studios at Hemingway, and a touch of the
Massachusetts
College
of
Art,
will be exhibited. the two artists
poet in all he writes," says
represent an unusual pair where she spens much of her studio Newsweek about Jimmv Breslin
lime.
inasmueh as their friendship grew
Her
own
professional ('olumnist and author. Mr. Bresli~
from a student-teacher relation.hackground
is
as
diverse
as Ms. will appear here Tues. Nov. 13 in
ship some 14 years ago at a
the SU Auditorium at }\ p.m.
Woburn. Ma. high school. While Cardillo ,and she has taught not Tickets will be available, on
only
in
conventiona1
public
school
their undergraduate education at
Wednesday, Nov. 7 at thE'IuMassachusetts College of Art is settings but has taught privately as formation Booth.
well
as
with
municipal
recreation
common to both. their separate art
There is only one Jimmy
careers have developed strong departments. Arrong her more
Breslin. He has been compared to
recent
exh
ibittons
have
been
personal identities that have been
Hing Lardner, Will Rogers and (with .Jimmy DemareO, andJhe,
pnriched by their continuing displays at the Camhridgt' Art many others, but the Breslin style ('urrent best seller, "Worm:
:\ssot'iatiol1, NE'wton ('ollegE' of the
association.
Hnd personality are unique. A Without End. Amen." He has also.
'
Marcia Cardillo. a Boston artist Sa('r('d Iff'art. and tltt' Nagog Arts' ('olumnist since 1963. when he written more than 100
who teaches weaving at the F.'sHval ill/\cton. Ma. It is an- noined the Herald Tribune articles. and has won a number
DeCordova Museum in Lincoln, tieipnt€'o that Ms, Santosuosso will ~l'eslin, has brought something out!-ltanding journalism
will be displaying her drawings, again hl' a gUf'st h''t'lurl'r in a batik' I resh and new to the journalistic two of which were for his" ADea
body ornaments, macrame fabric . / ti('-oy(' I macramt" workshol), as Heene. An Irishman in the true in Emergency Room One,"
('ollages (intended as visual slw wns last vt'arhf'rt' at R's.C"
memorable account of events
Please do 'try and attend this sense of the word, he writes of life Parkland Memorial Hospital.
m(ltaphora ). and prints.
Her
with color, and with all the bite,
studio production suggests a Huperb exhibit.
humor. and poignancy
that a fternoon of President Kennedy'~
diversity as strong as her
helongs to the Irish temperament. neath. Among the other
professional background which has
Born and brought up in New York ('vents of our time Breslin
r-anged from a "('onventiona1" high'
City, he knows the' town and its reported on arethe Harlem
school art teacher position, to,
people -from the bookies to the Rochester riots. Selma . 'I.r;~.h.,~"'"
more recently, a series of afmilitiart heroes to the politicians. <lnd Churchhill's death.
filiations with programs and inA!-lide from his writing, 'R~,:>",U",'
As !'een through his eyes, these
Htitutions that respond directly to
characters come to life, and his makes numerous TV
the dimensions of art therapy in
comments delight his readers and rearances, and proves to be
nrug rehabilitation orograms.
witty. relaxed and interesting
lecture audiences.
Some ot tnese are "TheSctoo! We
Originally a free-lace writer' person as he is in print.
llave" in Concord as well as "Third
Breslin is a commentator
(primarily in sports), Breslin has
.1 n i n~ide grasp of wha tis ~:"'1~'_ ';';0;,
Nail Dr'ug Rehabilitation" in
authored six books: "The Gang
Roxbury. Her maturity as a free
~hat Couldn't Shoot Straight," dght now. He holds up. the
lance artist has enriched as' a
The World of Jimmy Breslin" the tragic: and gives us a
result of travel in Europe and
"Can't Anybody Here P1ay Th'is life that rings true. We are
Africa. Workshop and Consultant
Game," ( a humorous account of off because of a writer
positions have had her involved
the New York Mets) "Sunny .Jimmy Breslin - a man who
with programs in the v·isual arts at
.Jim," "My Partner, Be~ Hogan" som('thing to say. and says iBn"
own inimitable way.
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Apology--By GAYLE LaBELLE

Last Sunday, November 4, an
opening reception was held for the
,art exhibit in the Student Union
art gallery. Dr. Stephen Smalley,
Chairman of our art department,
:;;ubmiUed an article to our office
announcing the exhibit with
detailed information about the
participants.
Due
to
organizational difficulties, Dr.
Smalley'S article appears in this
issue rather than last week's
issue. Certainly the merit of his
nrticle must not be overlooked.
But, all the same, we realize it is
too late to benefit the reception
which was held last Sunday.
I<;xceptions certainly should have
been made for this article last
week. Because the article was not
printed, the opening reception for
the exhibit was not publicized. As
a result, only members of the art
department attended the occasion
bEcause they were the only people
who knew about it. The poor at. tendance must certainly have
been a grave insult to artists
Marcia Cardillo and Sally Sant.osuosso. The Comment extends
its apology bothto Dr. Smalley, a
considerate man seriously concerned with the improvement of
,t he BSC Art Department, and also
to Marcia Cardillo and Sally
Santosuosso.

Happy
Birthday

Dean Shea
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REVIEW:
THE WORD WAS WAR •I

by Skipper
As I stood m line for tickets to
toml1!9rrow night's Johnt',M':nyah
Concert J got curious about hm"
many of u~ there actually kne\\
just who John Mayall was. Well,
asked 5 people (hardly conclusive,
but...) and of the 5, only one knew
who he was and 1t.at was Mike
McLean. program director for
WBIM. Conversely 4 of the 5 knew
who Mason Williams was. The
~uy who didn't know that. knew
when someone in our elite little
'waiting for tickets' group menti()ned 'CI~ssical Gas'.
First off. Mayall is an admitted
'low volume' man. He attempts to
put together a solid band made to
perform without the necessity for
an amplification 'system designed
to tear your ears off. His mood is
a fine ~ixture of blues-and jaaz
that is constantly changing as
.Mayall ;idds nt'w musicians.
Those who leave his band.often
go on to individual fame - Eric
<'Iapton and .Jack Bruce left
MayaH's side to become twotfuNs ill1fie original CREAM.
Mkk Ftl'etwood and ,John McVie
alSO orIgmally with Mayal1 Jomed
with Pet.. r Grt't'll for the original
FL«~ETW()OD MAC'. Jon Mark
nnd .Johnny Almond became the
well-known
MARK-ALMOND

by Michael Vieira
The SMU Concert Series began
its '7:1-'74 season with a tremendOllS performance by WAR. The
capacity crowd of 3200 boogied
their way through all of WAR's big
hits, pi Uti a few more.
Following
last
year's
precedent.
the
physical
arrangement of the gym was
l'xcellent. There was only one
noticable change this year. Instead of two bleachers and seating
,in between facing the group, this
n" 1'\11). and Mick TaylOl' left' year they used only one bleacher
Hnd set up the stage facing it. This
lVIayall to Jom the ROLLfNG
STONES. An impressive array of gave everyone, whether on
bleachers or on the floor, a full
'graduates' of the Mayall school
frontal view of what was hap~ltld the saga continues to this day.
pening.
Mayall is eminently unAs usual. the lighting was
predictable and for this reason his
masterfuIJy
accomplished by
('oncert should he as unique as
..;tagings of floodlights and
anything he's done to date.
I'"I()werful spotlights.
These
Another point of interest is that
hrought both color and brightness
Mayall produces his own nusic.
to
a
high
degree
of
This means that his concerts
professionalism.
should be we II put together as
The concert was pretty much
opposed to studio people whoon schedule, starting shortly after
depmd on someone else to
eight o'dock. The warm-up group
produce their 'sound' and conWHS Ballinjack.
They had. a
sequently can't perform 'live' . pseudo-WAR sound, but did very
eohesively ..
little for me 'as far as warm-up.
What they did do is provide a good
As for Mason Williams, well ...
contrast between loud music, and
"<'lassiral nas". It's what he's
loud sounds. Ballinjackproved
known for and I'm surprised that
that you can have tile elements of
to all intents and purposes, he
WAR: the beat, the sax, the bass;
hasn't been heard from since.
and not achieve the music. To
Hp's more than just a fancy guitar
quote my partner for the night,
picker. though. He's written a
they were only ")uke-warm" as a
couple of pretty funny books. too.
warm-up group.
Of his new group - SANTA FE
Aftt'r the usual intermissionHECITAL - I know nothing and'to
Sf't-uP.
pt'riod. somt'ont' from tht'
my knowledge they haven't
('onrl'rt l'il'rit's pt'ople cah1t" to the
released an album vet.
mikt' and warned tht' multitudt'
Of those who knew very little
n{~t to smoke-. and to k(>t'p away
of either group prior to tomorrow
ri'om thE' stagt'"o As usual. they
riight's show, I predict very few
didn't 00 e-ither. After asking the
will forget. See you there!
('I'OWO n ff'W more timt's to move

hl~{'k.

Iw finally gavl' up and

They were encored hack by
unison dapping and,-shouts of
"More WAR" ... Baek;~n;;stage
they got into "Me and Baby
Brother", "Four Cornered Room"
and ended with the beautiful
Imrtnonv of "An Dav Music".
WIlt'n U;Py It'ft aftl"r th(' ('ncort>, it
was very t'virient that tht'· word
W~lS WAH,
.'
I should mention~,,ttia:t;:P'lari'y Of
I he songs were dragg.jiout to th~'
point of almost breaking ~he,;q;l:Ood
wich had been created .. JuS't.:is
Ihey were reaching this point~
they managed to move onto
a not her song. Some of the songs
such as "Slipping into Darkness"
or "The World is Ghetto" were
so well done that the length was
ha rdly noticed, Howev£fr/;'f~' ·.sco
Kid" with its already we
.'cs
harely held up under pre
.
With the few ftaws condidered.
it wasstill a great night at SMU.
Once again, the Concert Series
people brought to Southeastern
Massachusetts a night of good,
~oIid music. The series has .lust
~tarted. Frank Zappa and the
Mothersis next on the schedule of
('oncerts. ,Get up to SMUt the
world of cold concrete and hot
('oncerts--you won't be disappointed.

hl'ought on WAH. Throughout thE'

night ttw SWl't't aromntic w('t'd
hlll'll(,O alhl th(' hodit's t'ngulft'd
th(' stag{>. If the lH"ri('s do('s gE't
('ul1('('IIl'o hl'canst' a group's
l'quillll1Nll gets ruint'"d. or hl:'cause
of dopt'. thE-s(' samt' pE-ople who
('.H1st'd it will be tht' first to ask
what wt'nt wrong'!

Soon all the warnings were
forgotten and the problems.
unheeded-WAR came onstage. .
The seven-man group opened
with "Gypsy Man," If anyone was
not psyched before this song, they
were after it. WAR pumped good
solid boogie at the crowd the..vhole
night long. "Cisco Kid", "The
World is a Ghetto", and "Slipping
into Darkness".
Between the
heavy percussion of Papa Dee
Allen and Harold Brown, the bass
of B.B. Dickerson, the organ and
(llectric piano of Sonnie Jordan.
the rhythm of Howard Scott
lheoozi~g sax of Charles Miller:
and the bleeding harmonica of Lee
ORk..ar, WAR beat thp rrowd into a
frenzy.
Both Lee Oskar and"
Sonnie Jordan had great solos on
their instrsments and proved that
the harmoniCa and organ make up
a large part of WAR's backbone.

a

Drama Club
Tbere will be a General Drama
f']ub meeting on November 13th,
Tuesday at 4:00 PM -in thet
reen Room.
Anyone (and that's underlined )
INTERESTED IS welcome to
~lttend. Free refresh ments will be
served.
Anyone interested in signing up to
work on crews for our next

production 'We Have Always
Lived in the Castle' are also ent'ouraged to attend.
.
FINn OFT WHAT IT'S ALL

r.

.\BUt IT!·
in the Green Room
Tuesday at ·t :00 PM
Rf'

next

VOt T ARE WEI.('OME. INVITED
,\NIl EXPP,(,TF.O!!

Thank You Days!
At your Bookstore November12 thru 16
Enter our drawing for a $J.OO merchandise certificate good at Bookstore*·

lave 20% on : Paperback books School supplies
Art supplies Clothing Candy Greeting Cards Stationery Ceramics Posters
lave 10% on: Cigaretts Film and Processing Health and Beauty Aids
Records(our regular inventory)
lee our Special Purchace of Paverback books at 88 e
lee our Special Purchace of Gift Books at savings up to 80%
lee our Record Promotion at savings of 40% and more
Plus Clearance of Assorted Merchanandise, save 40% and more

"I>'

* *"* To enter drawing for $100 Merchandise Certificate
;ust put your name,address and telephone number
on a slip of pap'er and deposit into entry box.

,Drawing will be held November 19 in the Bookstore at 12 noon

,

......
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"A Man For All Seasons"
Katie Mason
progressed ""e saw a change in
Rich until the scene when we saw
By rIghts. I should not be
him as the perjuring, ambitious
wl"iting about "A Man For All
assitant of Thomas Cromwell.
Spasons" because I do not con~ider myself a critic nor can I
Cromwell truly did corne
across as a cold. ambitious man
pretend to be a drama buff,
but failed to appear as threatening
However. the hard work, time and
('Hort that went into presenting
as his role seemed to dictate.
Signor Chapuys, Mark Cartier.
this :-:;how should not go unnoticed
hy the college campus or this
thl' Spanish ambassador also
newspaper.
l'eemed relatively harmless to
. I r you missed the BSC Drama
More's decision. The sense of
Club's production of a "Man For
pressure that Cromwell and
All Seasons" consider yourself
Chapuys needed to force on Sir
Thomas seemed lacking.
IInfortunHte. The "Universal
Theme" of the 16th century inner
Lady Alice
More (Naomi
man who refuses to compromise
Morsel and Lady Margret (Karen
his beliefs for personal gain is one
Ifllntzesl brought the feminine
still relevant to our present day
touch to the show. Naomi.. as the
liws. Under the direction of
:-:tiff-Ilecked mother Hnd Karen as
Bohert Barnett. chairman of the
the warm. intelligent. but sensitive oaughter acted very we)]
S\wech and Theater Dt>partment.
•llld Student Director Donna
with the l'xception of occassional
Ilvl'r-dramatizing the situation
Milani, the cast and crew
through facial expressions.
presented a n impressive show.
Through the superb acting of
An old friend of More. the Duke
of Norfolk, played hy Henry
Skip Maloney, the common Man.
Ill(' audience was ablt> to feel a
Waronicz was also finely portt'ayed as he stubbornly began to
sPl1se of rapport. almost like he
l'eassess his own morals.
W<lS laking you into his confidence
The supporting roles played by
to reveal the secret of the play.
Andrew Callahan, Barry Lew,
1Jis ability to step inand out of his
Mary Chris Kenney. Ernest Bini,
many roles was one of the charms
.wd Frank Whalen all deserve a
(I f I his character
round of applause.
The Common Man introduced
With th'e outcome of this
lI~ to Sir Thomas More. Gary
pl'Oduction. it is obvious that the
n('nard, in the role of Sir
talent in the Drama Dl'partment
THOMAS. COMMUNICATED IN
is overwhelming. Bridgewater
;\ SPLI<~NDID MANNER More's
('clll look forward to some fine
('onflict of conscience concerning
:-:hows none hy soml' talented
the oivorce of King Henry the
:lclors. Not only the actors but the
pighth clnd Catherine.
!whind the scenes
workers
I\S the overbearing King Henry
oisp\ayed their ingeniousness.
Ihe pighth. Rich Pacheco gave a
The final execution scene, emnwmorable performance as he
phasized by a strobe light shows
~trutted across the stage extheir willingness to experiment. It
pounding his feelings.
(;.l ry Gagne, as Richard Rich,
would have been even more effective if there were similar
finely portrayed the weak, humble
and seemingly desparate man as scenes before it.
. "Break a leg" for future per1)(1 (lntered to ask Sir Thomas for
formances.
help with his ambition. As the play

Creative Movetnent
at BSC
hy PE'ggy Carroll
Norma Canner teaches people movement is incorporated into the
to move cretively: self-expression creative process. in order for her
through free movement is her students
to
describe
the
!oa I. Ms. Canner was inspired to moveml'nts which seem the most
leach creHtive dancing by Bar- nalural ~nd comfortable for them.
!lara Mt>ttbe. with whom she The ideas expressed are then
studied dance for five years in referred to in future dance
Boston. Besides having tHught nwthods.
handicappeo children her method
Of her e~perie)nlce, Norma
of ('x pression, Ms. Canner has also Canner says:
taught students and teachers at
"From the first, the 5uccesses
TlIfts. and has written a book WE're greater than the failures.
('ailed "And a Timt' to Dance." This experience, in order to be
cit'scribing her encounters in slIccessfuL requires concentration
Norma Canner is
ilnd involvement - two factors in
I{'aching.
d('arly dedicated to gharing her til('
It';truing and Mv('loping
('1'('(1 iiV(' tin nC'(l m(·thods. She will
IU·()('('SS. "
hI' sponsored by the Modern
Norma Canner will be reaching
Dane{' Cluh and the Child nut to ('veryone at B.S.C. to give
()pvelopnwllt ('~'nt('r on Tuesday. tlwm a ehallce to under'stnHd the
NoV('mbel' 1:1, from 10 A.M.- 11 ::10
inspil'in~ ('I'('aUv(' h'('lmiqlH' sht'
P.M .. in the {{pllv Gvm. 'I'his will has found sn t'ull'iIIing. Ev('n if
be follow('d bv a'diR~~ussion at the ~'Oll h:\V(' n('V('I' aSI}in'd to dance
Child £Wve(opnlPllt Center at at Oil(' tinH', YOll h,,\,(' probably
Low('!' Pope Hall, ano an informal wislwd that thel'(' was sonw way
reception with refreshments. All tu ('XIJl'('SS yourst'1r und nlso to
int(,l'csted persons are invited to 1'('1(,(lS(' smnr 01' your trnsions.
lttend, cllld it is suggested that you ('OIlH'- I('t Ms. Cnnnt'r show VOlt
m'ul' comfortable dothes suitable how. II' YOI\ hllVt" any qursti'ons
'01' participation.
ahout th<" wOl'kshop, contad ('ora
When Ms. Cannel' appears at :\1i1lt"I' W('lls. f<leulty advisor for
1ridgewater,
thirty ~chool 1\10d('l'n Danct". or ~n(' of tht" of'hildl'cn will be included in the fkf'I's of the dub - t'itht"r Mary
'lass and will help to demonstrate O.'IlNm(vic(>-pr(>sid('ut>, or Fr
the fact that creative movement is ("'('hall anit Lorrit" Blauss(co·
for everyone.
lu'('sid('nts). or Nancv Fuller
Ms.
Canner
stimulates (dh't"ctor of thl' fhild . Developoiscovery through movement by llH"nt ('('nt('r,)
greatly stressing the importance
of warm-up exercises and employing some techniques used in
yoga: free movement ra ther than
"pretty movement" is en('ouraged, while working in groups
and achieving communication by
physical contact are important
parts of Ms. Canner's Creative
Movement theory. Discussion of

Report
By Mikt" Vieira

Once upon a time in the
Kingdon of Boyden. there was a
problem. A problem not as serious
as the plague of apathy, though
somewhat related, nor as bad as
the chariot parking problem, or
('~n as exciting as the late Prince
HESTON'S PUBERTY. No. this
was an internal problem, a
problem of philosophy, This was
somethingn 0 one expected. Who
was 10 know that anyone in the
Kingdom had a philosophy?
It seems as though Prince
Quickey disagree s with the ideas
of the Subjects Alliance Group
IS.A.G.> This was very difficult
because part of his official duties
was to act as leader of the S.A.G.
"V('rily," Prince Quickey said,
"it is of utnost importance that we
of S.A.G. must follow to the letter
our I'Ules a nd by laws as set by our
forefathers. ratified hv our
I'oremothers, and which ~e thf'
forechiildren have accepted as our
own. We cannot just take what we
feel is for our good and disregard
I he rest. We must follow these
provisions! "
To this the ..:.lA.G. responded in
unison, "You mean Wt" have rules
and hy laws'?" They were quite
haffled.
"Wl' certainly do," said Prince
ql1icket in a tone of voice muc.hlike
that ot Good KingAdreas, wh~ no
one {'vefsawanynlore. "Yes,
I'l'm('mber that first day when
('very one first was elected by the
l'itizens'? I gave you a copy of our
Constitution. It was about, forty
pages long and stapled at the top."
This caused quite a commotion
in the S.A.G. ,chambers, the
/.!reatest reaction which had ever
occurred there. Immediately the
members
recalled
S.A.G.
receiving the constitution but did
not realize what it was.
T lhought' it saId' "for constipation" so I ate it. said one.
fpeling very shitty.
"Alas 1 Tnought It was crap
paper. perhaps T had it upside
down." Said another briBiant
tnpmher.

"Fools," a more astute proiessor. They began to talk
member said. "I saw Con-sti about each others problems. It
tution but I was waiting for the was her Prince Quickly found his
Pro-stitution," always being one answer.
During the course of their talk,
to look et the Pros and Cons of any
the professor said. "Listen kid,
argument.-And on they went; ad why not follow my advice, huh?
slupididum. Now P,ince realized Do what I do with mv dummies.
it was hopeless. At a loss for You do what 'you wa'nna do, let
words. and also because he kept Ihem do what t"hey wanna do. Just
getting interrupted by those who ignore each other and it'll work
('arne in late, he walked out out fine.
And so it was in the Kingdon of
disgusted.
that the problem was
Boyden
With no where else to go, he
walked behind the Student Onion solved, The S.A.G. continued to .
meet, oblivious of the constitution
towards the Cathedral of Nod.
Realizing he was walking and amending whatever amendacross the reflecting swamp he ments to the amendments to the
stopped dead in the trash. "Could by-laws tothe constitutional
this be a sign." he said, "I am amendments they did not like. It is
quite cozy. Prince Quickly sits in
walking on water.!"
A crash of thunder, and NOD his office and vetos or signs
spoke. "Silly Prince, don't you whatever he feels is conrealize you are only walking on stitutional. The subjects, in their
the crud in that swamp. There great concern follow what
hasn't been water in there for happens with great interest. As
one subject put it, "Golly
years."
Disappointed, Prince Quickly Geehoohum, I sure hope the -ice
walke.d over the swamp to the cream truck comes!" Who says
the subjects are Oblivious to what
Cathedral of Nod.
"Leave that creeping crud happens'?
outside." NOD said. "We've just
vacuumed."
"NOD." Prince Quickly said,
"I have no one to turn to but you.
What can I do'? The S.A.G.
members don't even know that
they have a constitution, never
mind follow it. They are always
late and ill prepared. How can we
run a good kingdon'?"
repose
To this NOD replied, "What the
by Philip Hackett
hell 00 I look like. a political advisor'?" G"Go ask the King."
lazing
Prince Quickly went to the henea th the sun
Royal Castle of Bogus. There was upon centuries moulded stone·
,ling Ron Adreas I standing in the my thoughts seem shallow
halcony
overlooking
the
but
quadrangle and delivering a i am at rest
speech, but there was no one there at this quiescent time
hut his courtiers.
'
of calm and peace
The PRINCE LISTENED FOR renewjng ideas within
A WHILE. AND REALIZING IT bestowed
WAS
A
RERUN.
INTF.RRUPTRD. "Your Majesty. the
what may I do with my S.A.G. incoming tide gathers force
They do not even know that we i too
have a constitution." To which the must accumulate strength
King. in all the wisdom which he and sit quietly
pmbodies, answered. "YWhat's a
yielding to the sea
('onstitution '?"
Knowing not where else he
( THIS WAS FIRST PUBLISHED
might go, hl' walked to the Roval
TN The Human Voice (1968)
Set:})] of Boredum where he me"t a

STUDENTS! 1.0% Sludent Discount
(Excludes Mark-Downs&Blue DenimlJ)

at

P ANTPOURRI TOPS' & JEANS
4Broad St., .RTE·18 Bridgewater Center

Open Daily lOAM.-7PM.
WED., THURS.,&: Jl:RI. Eves. To9PM.
·Your Shop JPi·th The Largest Selection Of
JEANS&·TOPS AND 'ACCESSORIES'
Largest supply of cuffed denim baggies- many styles
for the be~t fit possible
Also TeD'l.lar
blu. e Jeans,
·
.
. eHi-Rise,Low-Rise,& Jumbo BELLS

Present your Student I.D. to save 10%
IJiscount good '£111 year

November B. 197:1
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Project People

Training New Staff
Happy Birthday, Dean Shea
WARM YOUR Selling: Kingston 12 string guitar.
COCKLES with Dean Swift fancy. r ,1ST PRICE: $105, Asking
Sniffing Snuff. Send name, etc. price: $ 50. Perfect condition. See
for free samples. Dean Swift fLtd. Lee· Room 410, Durgin Hall.
Box 2009 San Francisco, Ca,
H4126

INNOV ATIVE persons to teach
under-educa ted/adults, inner-city
dropouts. Spanish speaking and
lndian children in the U.S. Must
he able to work outside yraditional
classroom. If you're a senior
getting a degree in education.
~nglish, languages. sociology,
(ltc. talk to a VISTA represenlative in the Placement Office on
Novemher 19, 20. Sign up today
for an interview.

(jlJITAR: Folk, Brand new
. 1d
mc U es case, Cost $80. Selling for
$50. Contact Marl Rm 411 at Great

Hill.
LOST on Nov. 5 a gold, oval
locket with a diamond chip. also
has engraving on the back. A $~.OO
reward is offered . Please return
to COMMENT office, SGA office
01' Student
Union infOl'mation
booth in care of Sue.

Project People is a privately
operated community agency
offering the services of a hotHne
and drop-in center fr,mthe communities of Weymouth and
Braintree. Our mode of operation
WANT~D: 2
bedroom apart- is hased on the concept of self-help
ment in Bridgewater or Brockton. - people can only help themseves,
Call 697-3014,
no one can do that for them. We
llre interested in giving people,
(lspecially adolescents, the kind of
PEHSONAL: Tom, your wife is
knowledges, insight, and support
cute! But then so is Katie. You lhey might not otherwise get as
must make a choice. man.
they begin to deal with their
problems We all have problems.
H.T. Hi there, Marti. From the Some of us have been lucky
gang at Bridgewater. MYPACS. :'nough to have been afforded the
means and support to deal with
them. Some of us have not been so
lucky. OUl' job is to give people an
alternative they might choose in
PLANT SALE:
Thursday d('aling with their <..:erious
November la at 10:00 n.m. to 4:00
p.m. in theSU Lobby sponsored by
the Buddy Club.

SNEA MEMBERS! Please pick
up issues of Today~s Education,
Impact, and MTA newspaper and
magazine, in the SNEA Office in
the UNION.

The Bridgewater State College
Monday nite STAGE RAND has
moved practice sessions
from
7:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. The location
has also been changed from
Boyden Hall to Rm U-4 in the
Student Union Building. Also, we
are still in dire need for trumpets,
trombones, and saxophones to fill
out the sections so we will have a
complete band. Anyone interested
please see Prof. Gannon in
Tillinghast Hall anytime.
LEfTllRE SERIES of Earth
Sciences and Geography Dept.
a nd Club presents:
PI·Of. Marilyn Furlong, BSC
faculty member and specialist in
Anglo-American geography, will
lecture on HOUSING STYLES AS
CLUES TO URBAN GROWTH:
BRIDGEWAER FROM THE
COLONIAL PEHIOD TO THE
PRESENT. Lecture will be held
in Hm S :l()4 at 7:30 p.m. Wednesdav NO'1'. 14. Coffee served
prior to the lect.ure at 7:00 p.m. in
S :lOI. Public invited.
EAHTH

SCIENCES

AND

HE()(~HAPIIY ('LOB Meeting

Tues. Nov. 1:3. at 10:00 a.m. Rm S
:m4. discussion of T-shirts: Dr.
":I1I'ight will speak on "Traveling
Log of a F'ield Geologist."
CHANGES IN HEGISTRATION
DATES
.Junior registration will be held
on Fdclav. Nov('mht'I' 16, lHn
from !1:1I11'- II :11/1 A.M .. There will
he no registl'ation on Thun;day.
NO\,t'mtwl' lao H17:1.
TilE OBGANI7.A1'ION OF
,\FHO-AMEHICAN
students

wl'lconll's back the Alumni and
('xtt'nds an inmitation to a
r('c'c'ption Saturday, Nov. loth, 8-1
a.1ll ,

TilE PSYCH (,LlIB is sponsoring Mrs. Carol Holland, BSC
gradllate. class of 1973, to speak on
Suicidology on Tues., Nov. 13, 10
a.m. in IA. All are welcome.

Are vou invol' ed'! If you're a
Special' Education Majo~. Minor
or just interested in the special
child, then the Council for Exceptional Children should be oneof your most important sources of
involvement. C.E.C. is for you
and can only be as strong as you
let it.
We meet the second
Tuesday of each month in the S_ U.
Demonstration Room.
On
. Novt>mb('1' I:l. w(' will b(' voUng 011
om' Constitution and for our
Hl'prt>s('ntativ('s for Ex('cutive
Hoard. Wt' "('('d you! So com(' get
involv('d! .Join f .E.C.

There will be an open meeting
of students who wish to part icipate in a weight-reducing
program on Nov. 20. 1973: The
meeting will be held at lO a.m.
(third hour) in Room 121. Students
should be at least 30 Ibs. overweight in order to join.

Students who are receiving
National Direct Student Loans
and Economic Opportunity
Grants should make appointments
in the Financial Aid Office,
Boyden Hall, to pick up their
checks. Appointments are to he
made during the week beginning
Mondav. November 12, and
checks' will he dispersed dW'ing
the week beginning Monday.
November ]9 thru Friday.
November ao.
Loan recipients who kept one
copy of theil' promisRory note
must have it with you when you
make an appointment. IF YOU
HAVI~
LOST
YOUR
PHOMISSOHY
NOTE
OR

MISPLACED IT, PLEASE MAKE~
AN APPOINTMI~NT ANYWAY
rile Board of Trust(;'es, on
Thursdav Nov. H, voted to accept
the Agenda for Henewal as Roard
Policv. This is a docunwnt setting
forth' hroad goals for higher
('ducat ion in the Mass. State
College System.
Aeommittee from thc Board of
Tl'Ustees will he on campus W('(1.
Nov 14th to dh;eu5s. pxplain ~md
a m;wpr questions ahout the
docnnH'tlt. More information will
he forth coming HS to time and
plac(l by means of post('l·s. Wt' a~k
qUIt vou please attend thIS
nH'ctil;g. A copy of the document
will be available to you at the SGA
office Hnd the Comment offic~~,
This document affects BSC and Its
students directly.

is a 11'0 d('sign('rl to introdll(,(, you
to som(' mOl'e specific knowledge
and skills which- w(' f('el are imI)OI·tant fot' all staff m('mb('rs to
hn,,£'. As tht' ('om's£' pl'ogressfls,

Ow ('xpf'ril"n{'('s and arti"iti('s vou
tah pal·t in wiiI Iwlp you to fUl'Ih(')' {i('v('lop
stl'('ngth(,11

UIOS(,

skills

and

tilos(' knowl('dg('s.

Student Lawyer

u
Attention: Executive Board
Meetings of SNEA will be held
every Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in the
SNEA Office on the 3rd floor of the
Student Union. All members are
welcome to attend!

situations.
For this work we are in need of
('oncerned individuals having
eertain knowledges, attitudes,
skills. and sensitivity to offer to
those people seeking the services
of Project People.
Our primary concern in each
training course is identiffying and
observing the sensitiviyt and
awareness which must be present
within any potential staff memh(·J·. To suppl('mf'nt this. training

The third lecture of the annual
Sciences and Geography
i.{'cture Series will take place on
Wednesday evening. November
14, in room 304 of the Conant
Science Building.
Professor Marilyn Furlong of
lhe Department of Earth Sciences
and Geography. who is an expert
01'1 Anglo-Americnan geography,
will speak on the subject of
'Housing Styles as Clues to Urban
Growth: Bridgewater from the
Co onial Period to the Present f,
The public js welcome to attend
the lecture. which begins at 7:30
p.m .. A coffee reception will take
place at 7:00 p.m. in room 301.
~arth

I

We. the members of the SGA
sub-committee on
political
awareness, would like to express
our thanks to all those who participated in the day's events.
P<ll'ticular thanks goes to
Professors Clifford, Rotstein an d
Maier for directing workshops
and working so hard to ensure the
su('cess of this day. We urge you to
keep in mind any of the ideas or
facts you picked up during the
workshops.
There will be no recreational
swimming on Saturday, Nov. 3
and In and Dec. 1. The pool will be
reserved
for
handicapped
children.
1'he Gyms will he open
Satut'{iay Nov. 3 and Dec. l.
Both the gym and the pool will
he open Sat. Nov. 17 and Dec.S,
Hnd on Sunday. Nov. .11.18 and
Dpc. 2 and 9.
Th(' gyms and pool will be
eiosed Saturday, Nov. In and
TI1<Inksgiving Recess(Nov. 22:!i1I. and all'o Saturday and Sunday
nn IlPC. la and Ifi.
The pool schedule during exam
wpek wil] be posted.

Attention Seniors and Alumm
A limited number of copies of
Ihe 1H74 College Placenwnt Annual
me now <1vailable in the Office ofStudent Services. The Annual
pn'sents the o('{'Upational needs
anlieipaled hy l,;iolleorporate i.1 nd
govel'nmpnt pmployf's who
norma By
recruit
college
gl'culuales. 11 is a valuahle
resource 1001 for studpnts desiring
full-time positions in nOll-teaching
sf'ttings.

A single copy has been sent to
pach depmtnwnl ehail'man and
several copies havt' been placed
on reserve a t the Maxwpll
Library.

Tht' S.G.A. Student L~lwy('r, ;\(lds~' you of ('olltl'a<'is. ('te. That
1:1 11 0PIH'nhi(,J1l. is availabl(, do)' \'011 111"" wish
individual I('gal {,(Hlllsl'ling on jo sign'_ It mllst he stresspd,
'!'lU'S. and Thu)'s. nft('I'noons froll'l howl'ver, that he is- not your paid
IP.:V1. to 5 .p.m. This ('ouns('ling lawyer who will represent you in
s('l'\'i('p is Iwing PJ'()"irlf'd to til(' ('ourL ('tc. He is here only as an
slud('nls at RSC by th(' S.C.A. If advisor. If you want him to
l'epresent you, you must arrange
_"011 ha\,t> lHl;\· It"gal qllt'stiollS or if
YOI1 1'('('1 you 1l('('<1 I('ga I advict'.
lhat sep~"'ate]y. The S.G.A. would
"I('ast' mak(' l1S(, of this s('rvict'. ~lppreciate any comments on this
service by either writing to the
11(' will he' mor(' them
hal'!lY to llllsw('r (Iu('stions in S.G.A. president or by writing'a
letter to the editor of either the
Hi'f'llS such as stHfl('nt rights,
lal1<1lol'(I -t('nnant rights and Comment or the Hard Times. We
nhligations. ('!'iminal a('tions. and hope you find this a useful service.
('j\'il ('omplaint!-l, h(' will also

continued- from pg. I
Corinne Labo:
present 10
Ilw(;ltings; lafe 2 meetings; absent
1 meeting.
Marianne McInnis: present 12
tnpetings: late 0 meetings; absent
I nweting.
Daniel Slattery:
present 10
mpetings; late 2 mE'etings: absent
I tn('eting.

.James Wilde:
present 12
m<.'etings.: late 0 meetings:abse.nt
1 mf.'eting.
('lass of '76:
Ann Graney: present 9 meetings;
late 4 meetings: absent 0
mf.'etings.
H,lY Hand: present 11 meetings:
lale 1 m£'eting: absent 1 meeting.
Sue Me Nine: present 7 meetings;
1.11(> :~ meetings; absent :J
m('etings.
Mpri·Lee Owen:
present 4
pwetings: lale 2 meetings; absent
:~ In<'etings.

Class of '7fi:
Susan Hand:
present 12
m('etings; late omeetings; absent
I llweting.
Cindy PE'terson:
present 13
meetings; late 0 meetings; absent
o lllP('tings.
Mt'ri·L('e Owen and Sue MeNine
present 11 have resigned from the SGA
Hny Raposa:
nwetings: late 1 meeting; absent 1 S{'nate,
Ilweting.

STOP--

DON'T THROW THIS AWAY .. ·
--HELP THE RECYCLING EFFORT
EKOS

Hplp

g~1Ve

the earth!

We are in an {'nergy crisis,
it is tip to you to minimize ...
H I·(·~,(·lt·!

HpC'yeling is important. it is not H thing of the future but a need for NOW·
TODAY.
STOP- Save your newsp,lpers and magazines - the Farth SC'ien('(>~ fln<1
('Iub and Biology Club m'e t'(>eycling BSC!

*LOST*

IN THE VICINITY OF BOYDEN HALL
BROWN AND WHITE MONGREL PUP·
Ans-wers to the name of Bernard.
if found contact Dave or Joe at HARD TIMES.
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Field Hockey • _
What a About Them?

Homecoming:

BEARS vs. CURRY

by Chuck Marotta

-

The difference between a
winning and losing season could
be decided for the Bears of
Bridgewater State College this
weekend as they tackle ~ the
Colonels of Curry college at home
in an important contest. The
game is Saturday, at 1 :30 p.m.,
.t;egt(m Field.
," Currently 4 - 4. after last
weekend's loss to previously
winless Plattsburgh State College,
the B.S.C. team will be facing a
tough challenge. The pressure
will be even greater because this
Saturday, is Bridgewater's
"HOfllecoming." and many old .
~rads will be on and to cheer the
Bears· on to victory.
Be~rs Head Coach Pete
Mazzaferro is not taking the
Colonels ITgit Iy but he admits th~t
Curry has had some problems thIS
_year. '
.
" "They aren't having the season
l'veryone expected them to, but on

paper they have a good squad, and
Charlie was 5 for 20 in pass
if they get going they can be very
('ompletions, but severa) passes
difficult to beat." he said.
he threw were dropped, and, if
Commenting on the B.S.C.
they had been caught, he would
squad. the head coach says there
hace had over 10vyards in that
are severa) areas that need
department alone," the coach
strengthening.
explained.
"Our defense on kick-off
Also coming in for praise were
returns needs work, no doubt
Hob Allison and Bill Nixon for
about· that," he admitted,
efforts, as well as Rich Florence,
reflecting on the run by Plattofsensive left tackle, who Mazfiburgh's Tim Cummings who
zaferro . says has been an "unreturned a punt 46 yards for the sung" hero.
only score of the game.
If the Bears win this weekend,
He also said the team must t hey could be in a tie for second
show more offensjve consistency.
nlace in the New England «:::on"We have to maintain' our ofrerence with Plymouth (l~EW
fensive attacks.rather than move
HampShire) State College. IOhe
the ball in spurts," he said.
B.S.C. team does win against
Coach Mazzaferro singled out . Curry, the team will also be
several ba)]pJayers who have" assured of
Jeast a break even
looked goodrecenUy. ' ' season. Their final game of the
"Our quarterback. Charlie
year is on November 17 with
Ji:'ernandes, has a lot of potential Framinham, away.
and every game he seems to play'
better.
Against Plattsburgh,. 'refledea on how much we had
improved sinee last season when
we finished sixth in this meet. In
'discussing the reason for our
improvement we all cahe up with
one common denominator - our
{'oach. Chris Brady, We all felt t at
he was responsible for making our
R - 2: record and our third place
by Chuck Marotta
finish in the M.S,C.A,C. iossible.
For the Bridgewater State all. and r'aCed in and around
Throughout the season, Coach
('fOss-country team last Wed- Franklin Pa"rk for five miles. It
Brady had a firm grasp on our
had rained hard for two days
nesday, October 31, was not just
situation. He was prepared in any
<llloween - it was the day of the before the meet; consequently we
minor emergency. As I menMal'sachusetts State College ran into many puddles and slid
tioned earlier, when Stuck forgot
through som mud on the course.
ASl'ociation meet. The race
'his shoes, Coach Brady was there
was scheduld to be run at Franklin Trving to climb the hill that was at
wi th an - ('. tra pair, emililing
Park, Dorchester. at noon, s<? we t he four mile mark was lil& trying
Shick to compete (he would have
10 climb up a playground slide.
left hecollege about 9:30 a.mv,:ith
had a hard' time of it running
eo-captain Wayne Stuck forget- We slipped. slided and ran our
harefoot). But there is more to
ling his running shoes, Our coach way to a third place finish among
coaching cross-country than
was prepared, though, stopping by Ihe other state colleges. Mike
getting runners to the starting
his house on the way and getting McCabe led the way for us,
line. with their shoes on. Coach
('oming in seventh.
an extra pair of running shoes for
Rrady. with no scholarships__ ~
After the race. while sipping
Stuck.
offer, managed to attraCt a fair:
some Hi-C. the' team's veterans
\\' t' got to the meet. shoes and
amount of talent to RS.C.nt was

at

Number Three Team
Number One Coach

-

x
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While cross-country and football have been making the
headlines, there is a sport that has,
been sadly neglected this fall. I'm
referring to field hockey. It isn't
because the field hockey team
doesn't have any good news that it
hasn't been in the paper. With
probably the toughest schedule of
any B.S.C. team, field hockey
managed a respectable 5 and 3
record. But,that's not all!
How many people know that
our field hockey team led Division
A of the North East College Field
Hockey Association's all star Jist,
with )0 players named. From
B.S.C. making the first team were
co-captains Betsy Mills and
Eileen McKenna, Carol Arnold,
and, Sue Aalas. On. the second
'team were Elaine Fisher. Tanya
Parker, Mickey Appenrath, and
Terri Baldu!. Honorable mentions
four freshmen that led t~~ way this
vear as B.S.C. ran all over eight of
their ten opponents.)
But more important than the
service that he rendered and the
recruiting that he did was the
ipspiration that he provided. It's
one uung to fJ-ark out orders to
vour athletes to shape uP. but it'sanot~r to say, "Follow me and
together. '"
Coach Brady ran with us
through all our work-outs. He ran
with us in our slow-paced jogs and
he suffered with us through the
speed-work-outs on the Legion
Field track.
Brady's way of
coaching was not "do as I say",
but rather "do as I do." It's 00
bad the M.S.C.A.C. doesn'thave a
eoach of the vear award - I know Ct
ris Brady would get my vote and
,Jrobably th.. votes of most
('veryhody else in the conference.

went to Mary Chris Buckley and
Nancy Gomes. B.RC. also has
three of the five newly elected
officers to the N.E.C.F.H.A. faculty member Ms. Mary Lou
Thornburg (president), and
players Nancy Gomes (treas"!l'er)
and Sue Gibb (representatIve).'
But many people don't know
-how field hockey is played. .It is
very similar to soccer - the object
being to put the b~ll in your-upponent's goal and keep it out of "
your own goal. Instead of kicking..,,a ba1l. though" field hockey
players use" a stick. ," There, are. '
eleven players to a team aDd it is
very much a running sport. ,"'
Played in ,two thirty-five minute' ,
halves, no' substitutions . 'are
allowed tiUthe end of a half. How
many people could hack· running
up and down a field for thirty.,five, "
minutes without a rest. Andae-'
'tually, for most of theplayel'Sf'
half-time is their only rest and
then they're off and -running for
another thirty-five minqtes.
,
With a lot of freshmen; some of '
them capable of moving up into
the varsity level,. (oac.h Hurst is
looking forward to next year.
Also, next year the team will sport
a new field (the Summer
·S-TREET FIELD ISN'T THE
BEST IN THE' WORLD
Congratulations to the B.S.C.
Women's field hockey team for
their "fine play and team effort." ,

1973 B.S.C. Field Hockey Results
Final Record: 5 wins, 3 losses
I3.S.C. 5. S.M.U. 0
B.S.C. 5, Wheaton 1
B.S.C. 2, So. Conn. 1
UMass 4, B.S.C. 2
B.S.C. 3, Northeastern 2
U.N.H. 3, B.S.C 1
B.S.C.7, RS.C. alumni 0
Springfield 4, B.S.C. 2
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